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With development pressures, climate change, and declining space for 

connectivity across the Greater Sydney basin and beyond, there is an increasing 

need for restorationists, plant producers, planners and landscape architects 

to collaborate on ensuring natives of the correct provenance and genetics are 

conserved as well as planted within urban spaces. 

NSW Teachers Federation Conference Centre, Reservoir St Surry Hills

Bookings hub.benojo.com/campaigns/seeds-for-the-future-forum

Details of the program and speakers www.aabr.org.au/event/seeds-for-the-future-forum

Sponsorship If you are interested we are keen to hear from you. See event page for details 

Need help? Please contact us if you need a purchase order or other assistance.

AABR/ANPC member $ 85.00
Standard $130.00
Unwaged $ 60.00
Student $ 20.00

Early bird rates until Sept 15 
AABR/ANPC member $ 75.00
Standard $115.00
Unwaged $ 55.00

Who will be there

Seeds for the Future brings together people from the bush regeneration, 

revegetation, nursery and landscape architecture sectors to set the scene for 

future collaborations. It introduces the insightful ‘Healthy Seeds’ project, offer 

practical solutions for all players.

Overview and significance

The forum will include in-depth discussion topics, and a showcase of practical 

case studies to provide background, identify issues and suggest solutions. 

Discussion time at the end of each session will inform an expert plenary panel 

drawing together the delegates concerns, and creating a roadmap to guide 

future strategies and investment across the Greater Sydney area.

If you can’t make it you can still experience it

Money raised from ticket sales and donations to RegenTV will enable the forum 

to be recorded and shared with those unable to attend on the day.

Suzanne Pritchard  

education@aabr.org.au  

0407 002 921  

Expanding into the suburbs to back up restoration in small remnants and reconstructed linkages: 
can restoration practitioners collaborate with urban designers and where will the seed come from?  
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